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Maine Coon:
The most popular pet of man is the cat.
That alone is reason enough for us to launch an active community/staking
token - with the goal to get to the top.
With your support we have the opportunity to catapult a cat token into the
top 10 of CoinMarketCap.
Of course, you also have the opportunity to support various cat charities
through Amazon Smile, because that's what we do!
We love cats and especially we love Maine Coons. Why this is so, you will
learn here below in the text.
What Maine Coons are known for: Like a dog, it accompanies its
master/mistress and even notifies him of uninvited guests. Hard to believe,
but many Maine Coons even like to retrieve. Because of this and because
of their strong human bond, the Main Coon is also called a "dog cat".

Maine Coon: Character
Maine Coon cats are very people-oriented and affectionate. Maine
Coons are sociable and friendly with other Maine Coons as well as with
dogs or children. They like to demand playtime. If they do this with
emphasis, one often hears a kind of cooing or crowing. The breed is also
considered a good hunter. In the USA, it is still called "working cat" - a
mouse and rat catcher.

Maine Coon: Attitude and Care
The Maine Coon is a lively cat that likes to hunt and romp. The velvet paw
with the great urge to move is happiest when it can enjoy outdoor access.
Size and weight of the Maine Coon make special demands on the
equipment: It needs a lot of space in the apartment, a stable scratching
post with sufficiently dimensioned lying areas and a large cat toilet. Fur
care is also important: As a semi-longhaired cat, the Maine Coon needs
some help for a silky, well-groomed coat without felt in the undercoat,
especially during the coat change. For indoor-only cats, occasional
brushing is usually sufficient, especially if the coat is less dense and long.

Colors of the Maine Coon Cat
Maine Coon cats have almost any coat and eye color. According to the
breed standard, the color of the eyes should be clear and match the coat:
black, white, red, blue or cream - only gold is not recognized. Also in the
coat markings, except "ticked" (multi-colored stitch hairs), everything is
allowed. The first American show cat is now accepted by some
associations. The requirements differ a little - for example, as far as coat
colors are concerned. But there are also characteristics that are the same
for all, such as widely spaced eyes and large ears with a wide base.

History of the Maine Coon Cat
The origin of the Maine Coon is shrouded in legend: Some legends claim
that the Maine Coon is a hybrid form of cat and raccoon (English
"racoon"). Others are of the opinion that the cat originates from a breeding
of the former French queen Marie-Antoinette. In fact, little is known about
the origin of the cat in the northwestern United States. Their ancestors have
adapted to the climatic conditions there, which is why the Maine Coon is a
robust cat. It has semi-long, dense and water-repellent coat, which
protects it from harsh weather conditions. Systematically the breed is bred
again since the 1960s, in 1983 also the FIFe recognized the Maine Coon as
an independent breed. Because no matter how the Maine Coon
originated, today it is also with us a popular and well-known breed cat.

Special features of the Maine Coon
Maine Coon cats are late developers, which are fully grown only with three
to four years. The average Maine Coon age is about 12.5 years, but 20year-old "oldies" are also known. The Maine Coon cat defies wind and
weather with its coat and paws optimized for snow adventures. Because of
its origin, the house cat does not tolerate an environment that is too warm.
The Main Coon shows special skill with its paws: With it it transports food
from the ground into the mouth. Magic? Maybe she learned something
from Harry Potter - or maybe she's just clever as an animal.

Maine Coon (COON) Token Economics
Token name = "Maine Coon"
Token symbol = "COON"
Total Supply = 500 000 000 000
Decimals = 18
COON Staking Contract 50% = 250 000 000 000

Token Economics was designed to take into account three
main pillars:
- A deflationary supply
- A sustainable and responsible release strategy
- A strategic vesting policy via time-limited smart contracts
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Here you can find the wallet addresses for the graphic.
Staking: 0xcc2bcb45609b71db443e6f0608e34f5f5ab56295
Marketing & Partnership: 0x0A4EbAC4Acb900d3D6d0c51ad755D9b555081e17
Team: 0xB61EE19d559E11Fbe9CE1A66c22EDc7F638b7CD5
Ecosystem: 0xA6bDC31C2AE92734b17BB6191DAAc48C696b5aBC
Reserve: 0x598497E47Df975dD35e885de8887E7F4BF4ccbCE
Bug Bounties & Airdrops: 0x586F06Ba755e4603bb9CF9651B885e4Ec0C159e5
Smile by Amazon: 0xb0868C5886Fd434b12D2d149c76b6D29EFf6A010

Maine Coon (COON) Token Staking
1- Go to the dashboard (pool) linked here: https://dapp.cooncat.online/
2- Enter the amount of COON token you want to stake.
3- Click on Stake, pay the fees for the transaction and wait for the
date/time. with (Un-Stake) you can stop the staking again.

Amazon Smile
Maine Coons are incredible cats. Because they are so people-oriented
and affectionate, this can lead people to surrender these wonderful cats.
They are very lively cats that love to chase and romp. Of course,
something can always get broken in the process.
We are actively looking for ways to help the cats in the real world.
That's why we support Amazon Smile. A percentage of your Amazon
purchases will be donated by you to the rescue's organization.
You can join our cause, it's easy and free!
Just use this link https://smile.amazon.com/gp/chpf/homepage?q=cat
when you place your order and choose an organization.
Amazon will credit 0.5% of the value of your qualifying purchases to the
organization you select.

Roadmap
Q4/Q1 2021/2022: Whitepaper
• Completion of the whitepaper
• Creation of the Maine Coon Token (COON)
• Creation of an own Staking Pool
Q2 2022 : Team growth
Promotion of team growth and
strategic partners
Q3 2022 : Listing
• Various Coin Info Pages
• More Exchange listings
Q4 2022 : Development
• Development of the infrastructure
• Implement further ideas to make the token even more attractive
Q1/Q2 2023: Further
• Update of the whitepapers
• Further application possibilities for the Maine Coon Token (COON
Q3/Q4 2023: Update
• Website update
• Roadmap update

Binance Smart Chain explains
The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) represents the second generation of
blockchain technology. While Bitcoin (BTC), Dogecoin (DOGE) and others
are the best known cryptocurrencies, they are only the first generation of
blockchains with the sole purpose of producing a product - digital money.

How does the Binance Smart Chain work?
As a second-generation blockchain, the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) uses
the Proof-of-Staked-Authority (PoSA) consensus algorithm. That is, it
combines delegated proof-of-stake (PoS) with proof-of-authority (PoA). This
makes BSC much more energy efficient than first-generation blockchains
based on proof-of-work (PoW), such as Bitcoin or Ethereum. With PoSA, the
network is based on staking, or validators*.
*A validator is a computer program that checks the syntactical correctness of a document.

Delegate Proof-of-Stake
A delegated PoS is another step by introducing voting and delegation
mechanisms so that those with the most stake power do not dominate the
entire network. Almost all newer smart contract blockchains use a PoS
derivation - Cardano, Algorand, Solana, Avalanche, Cosmos, etc. PoS
have become popular not only because they eliminate the need for
miners as such, but they rely on an incentive structure to secure the
network.

Credentials
Finally, those with the highest Staking values receive larger rewards.
However, since it can happen that stakes of the same size have different
values, the developers used Proof-of-Authority for additional security. PoA
simply replaces the monetary value with the identity of the verifier.
Currently, Binance Smart Chain has 21 validators responsible for processing
transactions and securing the network, making BSC a highly centralized
smart contract platform. By comparison, Ethereum has over 200,000
validators on its way to an ETH 2.0 upgrade.
Finally, when BSC needs an upgrade or patch, it enters an epoch
consisting of 240 blocks (about 20 minutes). As another PoS feature to curb
malicious behavior - duplicate signatures and node downtime - BSC also
uses a "slashing" governance mechanism that removes a significant portion
of the validator's share.

BSC gas fees compared to Ethereum
Even though blockchains are decentralized networks without central
oversight, this does not mean they are free to use. Every time a validator
processes a transaction, its reward comes from gas fees, which are
denominated in gwei as one billionth of ETH.
1 gwei = 0,000000001 ETH
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This is a living document whose information is up to date at the time of
publication. It is not advice or any other type of advice. You should not
consider the content as such either.
Our Maine Coon Token team suggests that you check everything carefully
yourself and agree not to purchase any securities or investments. You also
agree to hold our team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you
may incur in the process. You also agree that the team presents the
products "as is" and is under no obligation to provide you with any support
or services. You should not have any expectations in any form of Maine
Coon Token Economics and its team. Although Maine Coon Token
Economics is a community-run Economics and not a registered digital
currency, the team strongly recommends that investors in territories where
cryptocurrencies are prohibited not to buy them, as the team cannot
ensure that your country's regulations are followed. Always make sure that
you have looked into the compliance of your local laws and regulations
before making a purchase.

